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The crztzcal poznt for the zsostructural black to metallic phase 
transztzon zn SmS has been determined uszng thermoelectrzc power 
as a probe. The magnitude of the thermo-power anomaly accompany- 
xng thzs electronic phase transztzon continuously decreases wzth 
the znerease of temperature. Further the pressure hystereszs be- 
tween the forward and reverse transztzons progresszvely decreases 
as the crztzeal poznt zs approached. The present study zndzcates 
that the crztzcal point zs close to 825°C. 

The zso-structural electronlc phase trans- 
formation zn rare-earth systems like Ce, SInS and 
other szmlar compounds has been the subject of 
numerous experimental an~ theoretzcal lnvestz- 
gatzons xn recent years. It is of znterest 
that in some of these systems llke Ce, the y-= 
phase boundary termlnates at a critical point. 2 
The pressure-lnduced flrst-order electronzc 
transition in SInS was studled up to 250°C by 
Jayaraman et alB uszng reslstzvlty and DTA as 
tools. They observed that the semconductor- 
metal (S-M) phase boundary zs steep (~300°/kbar) 
and has a posltzve slope. Recently Tonkov and 
Aptekar have investigated the phase stabzllty 
dAagram of SInS from -60°C to + 500°C uszng DTA. 
These authors predict a critical temperature 
of 700°C for the S-M phase boundary based on 
their observed decrease zn the pressure hyster- 
esis wxth rising temperature. 

In thls note we present data on the 
thermo-electrzc behavlour of SmS up to 835°C 
whzch glves dlrect experimental evldence for 
the existence of a crztzcal point in SmS, We 
reported earlier the thermoelectrzc behavlour 
of SInS at 30°C as a function of pressure.5 
The semconductor to metal transztzon occur- 
zng near 6.5 Kbar pressure at 30°C manzfests 
ztself as a large dlscontznuzty (% 70 pV/°C) 
in the thermo-power (Q) versus pressure (P) 
graph. The present study zndlcates that the 
magnitude of the thermo-power anomaly and the 
pressure hysteresis vanish around 825°C, the 
critical temperature for the S-M phase bound- 
ary. A phase diagram constructed out of our 
experimental results zs also presented. 

Fzgure I gives alfferent isotherms of Q 
versus P for the S-M transltzon zn SINS. The 
experzmental techniques used for collec~zng^ 
these data have been descrzbed earlzer. 6,7,~ 
The data below 300oc ~ere obtazned using the 
teflon cell technzque u wzth szlzcone fluzd 
as the pressure transm~ttzng medium. For 
temperatures greater than 300oc, hexagonal 
boron nztrzde which zs a good pressure trans- 
rotter especzally at hzgh temperatures was 
used. Great care has been taken to m~nzm~ze 
the znhomogeneous pressure dzstrlbutlon over 
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Fig. I. Isotherms of the thermopower versus 
pressure for SmS. The zsotherm at 835°C 
where thermopower zs contznuous as a 
functzon of pressure zs gzven zn the 
znset. 

the sample by uszng very small samples 
(~ 0.Smm x 0.Smm x 0.2ram). The sharp dzs- 
contznuAty zn the Q versus P zsotherm at 
530oc gzves dzrect evldence of the unlform 
pressure dzstrzbutzon over these samples. 

The experzments were performed wzth l~ne 
pressure (whzch is the pressure of the hyd- 
raulzc fltud before the zntenszfzer) measure- 
ments accurate to +.50 bars. Temperatures 
were maxntaaned constant by slow pressure 
varzatzon and the accuracy in temperature 
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measurement was ! 5°C. It ms clear from Fzg. 1 
that the magnztude of the thermopower anomaly 
at the phase transltlon decreases wlth zn- 
crease of temperature Thzs behav~our is very 
szmlar to the one observed wzth the y- a trans- 
• tzon zn cerzum. 9 The zsotherm at 715°C def~- 
nztely shows the existence of the anomaly near 
the transltzon, thereby zndlcatzng that the 
critical poznt IS above 700°C 3 The isotherm 
at 835oc ~s continuous through the phase 
transztzon whzch gzves dzrect evzdence for the 
S-M phase boundary term~natzng at a cr~tzcal 
poznt. 

The contznuous lzne zn Fzg. 2 gzves the 
phase d~agram of SmS constructed out of the 
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Fig. 2. Solzd Imne glves the phase dzagram of 
SmS, determzned uszng the present thermo- 
power data. Dashed llne gzves the pres- 
sure at whlch reverse transformatzon takes 
place at varzous temperatures. The in- 
tersectlon of these two iznes glves the 
crltleal poznt (825°C) 

present thermopower data. The dzfference in 
the pressures at which the forward and reverse 
transmtzons occur whzch is of the order of 5 
kbar at 25°C progressively narrows down at 
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hlgher temperatures. The clrcles on the dash- 
ed lzne zn Fig 2 correspond to the pressure 
at which the metallzc phase comes back to the 
black phase on releasing the pressure at that 
partzcular temperature The temperature at 
which the hysteresls interval closes down ~s 
around 825Oc Thls is consistent with the 
contznuous varlatlon of Q with pressure at 
835°C (inset in Fig. I) Our data up to 
835°C gives for dT/dp a value of 170OC/kbar 
whzch is conslderabl~ lower than the ones re- 
ported earlmer 3,~ 

On the theoretical smde the phase dla- 
gram for SmS has been,worked out by Wzo et al 
(1974) I° who used a szmple ionic model for the 
cohesive energy and electronic terms similar 
to those of the Falmcov-Kimball model for 
metal-znsulator transmtzons. Thls theory pre- 
dzcts a crztlcal temperature of 280°C and, 
moreover the slope of the T-P plot turns out 
to be negatlve It is worth polntlng out that 
these authors have not considered the lattice 
contrzbutzon to the entropy which would be 
important at hlgher temperatures. There has 
been another formulation of the equatzon of 
state for mlxed valence compounds due to 
Groncalves da Silva and Fa]icov (1975) 11 which 
is a modlfzcatzon of the orlgznal Falzcov- 
Kimball model and includes the effects of 
hybrzdlzatlon between the localzzed and zten- 
erant states. Thzs theory agazn leads to a 
negative slope ~n the T-P diagram. However, 
these authors point out that thls dlsagree- 
ment wzth the earlzer results of Jayaraman 
et al (1975) 3 is due to the neglect of the 
entropy associated wmth the localized mag- 
netic moments whzch would stabilzze the sem~- 
conductzng phase at hlgher temperatures On 

the basis of the Clauszus-Clapeyron relatlon, a 
positive slope in the T-P plot zmplzes that the 
entropy of the mxed valence phase is lower than 
that of the semlconductlng phase zn the temper- 
ature region of measurement. The szgnzfzcance 
of the present experimental determlnatzon of 
the crztlcal pomnt for the S-M transztlon in 
SmS is that the crmtlcal temperature ms around 
825°C which is much hzgher than the theoreti- 
cal estlmate of Wlo et al (197h) Io and further 
mt confzrms the posltlve slope of dT/dP 
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